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The purpose of this paper is to characterize the stability properties (i.e., 
asymptotic stability, critical stability, instability) of positively invariant discrete 
time linear systems described by xk + i = Ax,. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
are given in geometrical form using cones; such a characterization does not use the 
classical knowledge of the spectral radius of matrix A. In case of nonnegative 
matrices, the connections between the proposed results and the theory of 
M-matrices are pointed out. 0 1989 Academic Press, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the geometric characterization of stability 
properties for positively invariant discrete time systems described by 
x k+, =Axic, xk E R”, (1) 
where A is a real n x n matrix, k E J, the set of nonnegative integers. In (1) 
and throughout this paper it is assumed that matrix A leaves a proper cone 
K, c R” positively invariant, that is 
AK,sK,. (2) 
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The results presented in this paper generalize those given in [ 11. In [ 11, 
matrix A of (1) is nonnegative and K, = R: , i.e., K is a simplicial cone; 
further the asymptotic stability property of (1) is the only one to be charac- 
terized. We now consider the case where K, is a proper cone, i.e., not 
necessarily simplicial or polyhedral, and matrix A is not required to be 
nonnegative. 
The aim of this paper is to characterize the stability properties of 
System (1 ), that is, its asymptotic stability, critical stability, and instability, 
without the classical use of the spectral radius p(A) of matrix A. This can 
now be accomplished because the system described in (1) possesses 
Property (2), which is an intrinsic property of motions of (1). Necessary 
and sufficient conditions expressed by means of cones, directly related to 
the positively invariant cone K,, can be obtained. 
Over the last twenty years, much emphasis has been placed on matrices 
leaving a cone positively invariant, e.g., Birkoff [2], Krein and Rutman 
[3], Vandergraft [4]; see also Berman and Plemmons [S] for a 
bibliographic background. In the field of positively invariant dynamical 
systems, some papers investigate the specific properties of such a class of 
systems, e.g., Yorke [6], Stern [7]. They deal only with the case of 
continuous time systems. However, the results by these authors are not 
analogous to those presented in this paper. 
The proposed results are of interest in the field of control theory and 
especially for the study of the stability properties of linear discrete time 
systems with constrained controls. In this case, these results allow us to 
construct some dissymmetrical sets which possess both positive invariance 
and asymptotic stability properties, without the use of Lyapunov functions 
Clll. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some useful 
definitions concerning stability and cones. Section 3 deals with both trans- 
lated cones relatively to their invariance property and the basic lemmas 
that are required to demonstrate the main results of Section 4. In Section 5, 
we point out the connections of the previous results with both the 
polyhedral cones associated to M-matrices and the stability properties of 
dynamical systems for which the matrix A is nonnegative. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
In this part we recall some definitions required in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The equilibrium x = 0 of the dynamical system ( 1) is 
said to be 
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- stable, if for each E > 0, there exists C?(E) such that if l(xOI( < 6, then 
Il4k x,)ll < 6 Vk E J, ; 
- asymptotically stable if it is stable and further if Ilx(k; x,)11 + 0 
when k -+ co; 
- unstable, if it is not stable; 
- critically stable, if the spectral radius p(A) = 1. In this case the 
equilibrium x = 0 can be stable or unstable, as specified in Remark 2.2. 
Remark 2.2. For linear discrete time systems (1) stability properties are 
well characterized by means of p(A). It is well known that p(A) < 1 implies 
the asymptotic stability property, whereas p(A) > 1 induces instability. For 
a critically stable system (l), p(A) = 1, we .obtain the stability property, in 
the sense of Definition 2.1, if and only if eigenvalues of matrix A with 
modulus 1 are simple; then any other spectral case with p(A) = 1 
corresponds to the instability of the equilibrium [S]. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set K in real Euclidean n-space R” is said to be a 
cone if [lo] 
(i) K is nonempty, 
(ii) K is a closed subset of R”, 
(iii) K+ Ks K, 
(iv) aK G K for all IX> 0, 
(v) Int K# Izr, 
(vi) Kn(-K)= (0). 
From its definition a solid cone has a topological interior point (proper- 
ty (v)). From (vi), K is a pointed cone. A pointed and solid cone is termed 
proper cone. Moreover Property (iii) implies the convexity of K. In the 
sequel we also denote dK the boundary of K. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A nonempty set KC R” is said to be positively 
invariant by a matrix A if Vx E K, Ax E K; that is, AK c K. 
Such a definition may be applied directly to the case of dynamical system 
(1) in relation to its motions x(k; x,,) = Akx,, where x0 E R” is an initial 
state. 
DEFINITION 2.5. (i) A nonempty subset Kc R” is said to be positively 
invariant (with respect o motions of (1)) if Vx, E K, x(k; x0) E K, Vk E .I+ ; 
(ii) A nonempty subset KC R” is said to be positively invariant and 
asymptotically stable if VX~E K, x(k; x0) E K, VkEJ, , and further, if 
x(k; x0) -+ 0 as k + co. 
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The purpose of this present section is, first, to obtain a characterization 
of the positive invariance property for a class of sets generated from the 
translation of a proper cone K and defined as 
K+x= {z~R”Iz=y+x, y~K,xgR”}. 
In the following we denote K, = K and K- = -K+. From the matrix IZ 
given by I7 = A - 21, where II is the identity matrix in R”, we define the set 
C, as 
C, = {xER”~ -lIx=K+}, c= -c+. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the system ( 1) have Property (2); then the set K_ + x 
(resp. K, -t x) has the properties 
(i) A(K- +x) c K- +x (resp. A(K+ +x) c K, +x) if and only if 
-17~~ K, (resp. +I~xE K,); 
(ii) A(K- + x) c Int(K_ +x) (resp. A(K+ +x) c Int(K+ +x)) if and 
onZy if -17x E Int K, (resp. +17x E Int K, ). 
Proof: (i) (If) Let y E K- +x, then y = z +x with z E K_ ; we get Ay = 
AZ + I7x+x. From Condition (i) of Lemma 3.1, -17~~ K,, and with 
Property (2), AZ E K, ; it follows that Ay E K- +x Vy E K- +x. 
(Only if) Let us assume that - ZZx E K, and Ay # K- + x, whereas 
~EK-+x. Let y=x, ~EK-+x. We get Ay=Z7x+x~K_+x, contra- 
dicting the assumption Ay $ K- + x. 
The proof of Part (ii) readily follows from the latter. 
Remark 3.2. It is interesting to remark that Condition (ii) of 
Lemma 3.1 does not necessitate the K-irreducibility property in 
Vandergraft’s ense [4]; that is, A (K+\(O)) c Int K,. 
Let us now recall a useful result concerning the spectral properties of 
matrices which have invariant proper cones. 
LEMMA 3.3 [3]. If K is a proper cone such that AK2 K, then 
(i) p(A) is an eigenvalue, 
(ii) the degree of p(A) is not smaller than the degree of any other 
eigenvalue having the same modulus, 
(iii) K contains an eigenvector corresponding to p(A). 
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In the sequel of this section, Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 treat the specific 
properties of System (1) with Property (2), without making any other 
assumption on stability properties of (1). At the opposite, Lemmas 3.6 to 
3.9 are directly connected with the spectral radius P(A), therefore with the 
stability properties of system (I). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let System (1) have property (2); then the following proper- 
ties hold: 
(i) VXEK,, -17x~K_ +x, 
(ii) Vx E aK+, -nx$lnt K, (resp. ‘dxeaK-, +Ux$IntK+). 
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. Part (ii): Let x E aK+ and the translated cone 
K- +x. Let us assume that - I7x EM K, ; thus for each YE K- +x 
and from Lemma 3.1 (ii) follows AYE Int(K- +x). Then, for XE aK+, 
x E K- + x, we get Ax E Int(K- + x). But this is impossible, since using 
Property (2) AXE K, and Int(K- +x) n K, # a. Hence Property (ii) of 
the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf C, (resp. C-) is a nonempty cone, then AC+ c C, (resp. 
AC c C). 
ProoJ Let C, be defined by (4) and x E C, ; thus - I7x E K + . Then, 
with Property (2), -AI~xE K, or -l7Ax~ K,. Thus, VXE C, we have 
AxEC,. 
LEMMA 3.6. If p(A) = 1 then 
~YEK+ such that -nyEInt K, (resp. -t-nyEInt K,) 
or equivalently, 
~YEK+, -flyf$Int K, (resp. +ny$Int K,). 
Proof: Since K, is a solid cone, and from Lemma 3.3, there exists a 
vector y0 E K, such that Ay, = y0 (p(A) = 1). Let H be a hyperplane such 
that 0, y0 E H. Without loss of generality, assume that y. E Int K, . Let 
z, t E K, n H be chosen so that y, E a(K+ + z), y0 E d(K_ + t). Assume now 
that -ntEInt K, and +flzEInt K,; thus from Lemma 3.l(ii) we should 
haveVyea(K-+t), Ay~1nt(K-+t),andVy~E(K++z), Ay~Int(K++z). 
But this is impossible since y. E a(K_ + t), y, E a(K+ + z), and Ay, = yo; 
this contradicts the assumption. 
We repeat this process for all z, t E K, n H and for all hyperplanes H 
such that 0, y, E H, Lemma 3.6 follows. 
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LEMMA 3.7. Zf p(A) < 1 then 
6) C, is a solid cone, 
(ii) (C+ n K+ J\(O) + 0. 
ProoJ: (i) If p(A) < 1 then AJA)E%(O, p), W(O, p) being the closed 
circle of radius p centred at the origin. Therefore Ill(n) E %?( - 1, p) and 
0 +! %‘( - 1, p). Hence, Ai(Z7) # 0 Vi and 17 is a nonsingular matrix. From 
c91, C, is a cone and, further, C, is a solid cone since I7 is nonsingular. 
(ii) From Lemma 3.3, there exists yoe K,, y, #O such that 
Ay,=p(A) y,; thus -17y,,= (1 --p(A)) y,. Since p(A)< 1, then -Z7y0= 
pyLyo, pu>O andy,EC+; it follows that (K, nC+)\{O}=@. 
LEMMA 3.8. If p(A)< 1, then there exists ZE Int K, such that 
-Z7z E Int K,. 
Proof: Let us assume that i4z E Int K, such that - ZZz E Int K, . Hence, 
Vz E Int K, we must satisfy -I7z E R”\Int K, . Let a vector y,, such that 
Ay, = p(A) y, (Lemma 3.3) be chosen so that yOg a(K- +z), y, #z, 
z E Int K,. Since p(A) < 1, it follows that A~,E (K- +z). Lemma 3.1 
suggests, then, at least that -172~ K,, since the case -ZZZE Int K, is 
excluded by assumption. Since -172 E K, n (R”\Int K,), we derive 
- 172 E aK+ . Since y, E a(K_ + z) we then can write y,, = z + u, u E aKp, 
and then Ay, = z + 172 + Au. From Lemma 3.6, it follows that Au 4 Int K- , 
therefore Au E R”\Int Kp ; but 172 E aK_ gives Rz + Au E R”\Int K- . 
Consequently, Ay, E z + (R”\Int K_ ), which is impossible since Ay, E 
z + Int K, The assumption is contradicted, thus 3z E Int K, such that 
-Z7zEInt K,. 
LEMMA 3.9. @p(A) < 1 then C, c K, 
Proof: From Lemma 3.8, 3z E Int K, such that -172 E Int K, , that is, 
zEInt C,. Using Lemma 3.7 we get Int(K+ n C, ) # 0. Let us now 
assume that there exists z, E Int C, such that z1 E R”\K+ ; in such a case 
3z, E aK+, z2 E Int C,. But Lemma 3.4(ii) implies -17z2 $ Int K, ; this 
contradicts the fact that z2 E Int C, . Indeed, in such a case we should have 
- Dz, E Int K, ; hence the contradiction. Therefore dz, E R”\K+ such that 
z, E Int C,. From Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 we conclude that Int C, c Int K, , 
C+cK+. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 4.1. The equilibrium x = 0 of the dynamical system (1 ), with 
(2), is asymptotically stable if and only if 
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6) C+ is a solid cone, 
(ii) C, c K,. 
ProoJ (If) If C, is a solid cone, then from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, 
3YoEC+ such that Ay,= p(A) y,, or -17y,= (1 -p(A)) y,. Since 
C,cK,, then y, E K, , ~,EC+. Therefore, from -Z7yo=(1-p(A)) 
Y,EK+, we have p(A) < 1; hence the asymptotic stability property of 
x = 0. 
(Only if) Let us assume that p(A) < 1 and C, d K,. This is in 
contradiction to Lemma 3.9. The same conclusion follows from the 
assumptions p(A) < 1 and C, nonsolid, from Lemma 3.7. 
THEOREM 4.2. The dynamical system (l), with (2), is critically stable 
(p(A) = 1) if and only if 
((C+ nc-)\{O})nK+ Z0. 
Prooj (If) Let zEC+ nC, z z 0; from Definition (4), we obtain 
-172=y~K+ and +flz=tEK+. Thus O=y+tEK+; it follows that 
y = t = 0, because of the pointedness property of K, due to the fact that 
K, is a proper cone. Hence, - 172, + 172 = 0 which implies AZ = z; then 
p(A) = 1. Indeed, IA,(A)1 < 1 and the system is critically stable. 
(Only if) Let us assume that p(A)= 1 and (C, n C-)\(O) q! K,. 
Since p(A) = 1 and from Lemma 3.3, 3 y, E K, , y, # 0, such that Ay, = y, 
or 17y, = 0. For such an eigenvector, y, E C, , y, E C_ ; one has 
y, E (C + n C _ )\ (0 }, which violates the previous assumption (C + n C _ )\ 
{O) +K+. 
Remark 4.3. From the preceding proof it follows that C + n C = 
Ker IZ. 
THEOREM 4.4. The equilibrium x = 0 of the dynamical system (1 ), with 
(2), is unstable (p(A) > 1) if and only if 
(C+ n K+ )\{O) = 0. 
ProoJ (If) Let us define a neighborhood of the origin by the set A = 
K- + c n K, -E, where E E K, \{O}. In view of the condition of the 
theorem (C, n K+)\(O) = @; so there is no s#O, EEK+\{O}, such that 
- 17s E K, . Thus, from Lemma 3.1, we conclude that A is not a positively 
invariant set. Then there always exists 2 > 1 such that A~,E 
LJ(K+ - As n K_ + As). Iterating this process for y, = AkyO we can conclude 
to the instability. 
(Only if) Let us assume that p(A)> 1 and (C, nK+)\{O} #a. 
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Hence 3s E C, , E # 0, E E K, such that -I7s E K, , which violates the 
assumption p(A) > 1 since from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we get - ZZe E K, , 
EEK+\{O}, E#O which implies p(A)< 1. 
Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 give geometrical equivalence conditions corre- 
sponding to p(A) < 1, p(A) = 1, p(A) > 1, respectively. But for the critical 
case p(A) = 1 we must now geometrically characterize under what 
conditions the equilibrium is stable or unstable. 
LEMMA 4.5. If p(A) = 1 and System (1) is unstable then there does not 
exist y E Int K, such that y E C, 
Proof: If the equilibrium is unstable there cannot exist a positively 
invariantsetA=(K+-y)n(K+y), {O}cIntA,y~IntK+\{O}. 
If not, we obtain the stability property in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
From Lemma 3.1 this would be possible if and only if -l7y E K, , i.e., if 
y E C, . We conclude that if System (1) is unstable there cannot exist any 
YEInt K+\{Ol such that yeC+. 
THEOREM 4.6. The equilibrium of a critically stable system (1) is 
(i) stable if and only if Z n Int K, # /zr, 
(ii) unstable if and only if Z n Int K, = $23, 
where Z= (C, n C-)\{O}. 
Proof: (i) (If) If the given condition is satisfied then, from 
Theorem 4.2, there exists y E Z, y E Int K+\{ 0} such that - Uy = 0 E K, . It 
follows from Lemma 3.1 that the set A defined above is positively invariant 
and A 1 { 0 >; consequently, the equilibrium x = 0 is stable in the sense of 
Definition 2.1. 
(Only if) Let us assume the condition of (i) is satisfied but the equi- 
librium x = 0 is unstable. With the condition of (i) and as in the (If) part, 
there exists y~lnt K+\(O) such that -ZZ~=OEK+; that is YEC,. 
Lemma 4.5 leads to a contradiction. 
(ii) In the critically stable case, the equilibrium is unstable if it is not 
stable; then the condition of (ii) readily follows. 
5. APPLICATION 
In this part we indicate how some classical results concerning the 
dynamical system (1) may be deduced from the previously established 
results, particularly when the cone K, is assumed to be simplicial. 
First, let us write Theorem 4.1 in another form. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. The equilibrium x = 0 of System (1) with (2) is 
asymptotically stable if and only if 
3u E Int K, such that - Z7u E Int K, . 
Proof. It readily follows from Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 
Let us now assume that K, is a simplical cone, i.e., defined as 
K, = {xEW+ IFx>,O}, FK+=W+) (3) 
where F is a nonsingular matrix. This latter additional assumption leads to 
the following. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The equilibrium x=0 of System (1) with (2) and (3) is 
asymptotically stable tf and only if 
(i) 3y>O such that -FZTF-‘y>O, 
or equivalently 
(i’) -FIlF-’ is an M-matrix. 
Proof: (i) From Corollary 5.1 and (3) we get y = Fu > 0, u E Int K, , 
and -FITv>O or -FIZF~‘y>O. 
(i’) From the mapping y, = Fx, we obtain from (1) yk+ , = 
FAF-'Y,, y,c+l= AYE. But from (2) and (3) it follows that A”lR”, c R;, 
which implies that A” is a nonnegative matrix. Clearly since - FITF -’ = 
A” -II, Condition (i) is equivalent to -F17F-’ is an M-matrix [5]. 
If we now assume that A is a nonnegative matrix, then K, = rW: is a 
positively invariant and simplicial cone for A. We finally get the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If A is a nonnegative matrix, then System (1) is 
asymptotically stable tf and only tf one of the following equivalent forms 
holds: 
(i) C+(Wc R;; 
(ii) 3u > 0 such that - I7u > 0; 
(iii) -IT is an M-matrix. 
Proof Part (i) directly follows from Theorem 4.1 and parts (ii) and (iii) 
from Corollary 5.2. 
It is of interest to note that the geometrical condition given by (i), as 
well as condition (iii), is given in [l, Theorem 2.31). The condition (ii) is 
only a well known property characterizing an M-matrix [S]. 
4wl43 2.20 
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CONCLUSION 
Our results complete and unify numerous results present in the literature 
concerning the linear dynamical systems which possess a positively 
invariant cone. Furthermore all the stability properties are geometrically 
characterized by means of necessary and sufficient conditions; that is, 
not only asymptotic stability, but also critical stability and unstability. 
Additional assumptions on properties of cone K and matrix A, i.e., K, 
simplicial and A nonnegative, lead to classical results as particular cases. 
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